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Target and OAR motion (abdomen)
1. breathing
2. organ filling/ peristaltic motion – deformation, non-linear dislocation

- direct effect on PTV margins, dosimetry, coverage
- predictable/possible effect on toxicity and outcome (LC) 

Motion management strategies:
- Motion-estimation
- Motion-mitigation/compensation (ALARA for OAR, steep gradients)



Motion assessment/ dosimetric consequences



- Interfractional variations of organs (detected by CT-
on-rail, simulation)  ->

- Violations OAR constraints
- CBCT based on fiducial alignment alone does not 

provide adequate information regarding luminal
organs



- interfractional variations of organs ->
- violations OAR constraints
- large bowel strictures
- respect/adapt dose regarding to anatomy of the day! 
- 3D soft tissue based imaging needed



- institutional protocols
- Empty stomach
- RT in the morning



Motion estimation - 4DCT



- sign. breathing-induced interplay effects
- -> heterogenous dose distribution (GTV)
- clinical impact has to be further investigated





Motion reduction - Abdominal 
compression



- 6 studies
- AC reduces CC motion, however….
- resp. motion is patient-specific ->
- patient-specific MM strategies are required (AC not effective/ appropriate for all)
- effectiveness affected by BMI
- in cases of small motion (<5mm), benefit <-> increased motion and discomfort
- alternative methods should be considered if available (BH)
- monitoring during delivery is essential
- studies needed…

Motion reduction (mean CC):
0.7 – 6.6mm

Motion increase (!) LR 1.6mm

Anti-anxiety medication in 2 
studies (!)



- AC can cause signif. dose attenuation
- Density overrides are recommended for correcting attenuations
- High-density stuctures (screw; frame fixation points) create high 

levels of dosimetric uncertainity
- No beam entry through those areas!



- Institutional marker migration rate 5%
(New Yersey, USA)

- No tox detected

Fiducials/Surrogates



- rigid registration not accurate enough (based on internal liver target volume)
- blurred fiducial markers (IMTV)
- individual registration errors up to 1.3cm
- error due to non-rigid changes
- fiducials next to the target



- Tumor motion correlated with surface, vessel and diaphragm motion
- Tumor motion can be captured with a direct relationship to vessel motion (intrafract variability analysis)
- DD and vessels are suitable surrogates

- Other surrogates (coils, clips, lipiodol…)



„Removing“ breathing motion

- Breath hold (DIBH/ DEBH)
- Gating
- Tracking



- AC reduced AP and CC motion (by 27% and 39%)
- gating however signif. better (reduction AP 47%, CC 60%)
- resp. Gating most effective strategy



Eliminating resp. motion -> 
PTV dose escalation, TCP-increase,  reduction of Dmean Liver



-> kidney tissue sparing
-> GFR gain of 4.4%/cm motion removed



- Accuracy and efficacy of RG and DIBH are comparable
- RG is a feasible alternative to DIBH 



- Preplanning screening is feasible to personalise the selection of BH 
technique based on kV fluoroscopy

- EBH superior regarding reproducibility



DEBH: smaller SD of random and syst error, 1-2mm smaller margins







SGRT…?



External signal vs. fiducial changed 2mm 
within 8 min



- ITV movement sign. different from external surrogate
movement

- SGRT as solo is discouraged
- Real-time radiographic target location verification is

essential



- External and internal motion correlate in SI direction
- Correlation differs by a high degree for various patients
- Individual, patient-based assessment of correlation needed



Kaestner et al., under Review/minor revisions Phys Med

Intrafractional IGRT – Ultrasound-based monitoring vs. 
SGRT vs. DD detection in CBCT projections…



US: not commercially available for abdominal RT
Hardware/software development issues…

Eckl/Boda-Heggemann, unpublished data



Intrafractional IGRT – SGRT?

SGRT:
- for patient setup
- intrafraction motion management
- only in presence of rigorous IGRT protocols!
- secondary after CBCT
- Verification of couch shifts
- indication for repeat CBCT
- Distinguishing between different respiratory patterns
- (abdominal vs. thoracic breathing)
- Synergystic approach in combination with e.g. X-ray

imaging/US
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- in-vivo accuracy assessment isodose lines versus post-SBRT MR 
alterations

- mean surface distance 2mm
- median CI 0.8
- both DIBH/robotic tracking: median deviations <5mm
- patient-specific safety margings needed for rare cases of larger 

errors



- 4 MM strategies compared
- gating and tracking most effective



Margin recommendation based on weighted
van Herk margins





Danke für die Aufmerksamkeit!
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